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Making future decisions now

Your past, present and future data in one simple view
Stratiam® is the platform for bringing all of your data into one place.
Stratiam® can enable your organisation to identify and solve problems in real time, manage complex
infrastructure environments, empower C-Level decisions with insights that drive improvement and
innovation to stay ahead of the competition and fend off the disruptors to your business. Drive positive
outcomes from your IT ecosystems by auto-blending and correlating multiple sources of data from a
secure cloud-based easy to enable, cost effective solution.

Stratiam® for infrastructure, the foundation of digital services.
Downtime costs money, so when infrastructure fails the cost and
reputational damage caused can be monumental. Whilst it’s
important to monitor all facets of your infrastructure, it even
more important to ensure you are monitoring the metrics that
matter. Stratiam® integrations enable you to connect with all
your underlying tooling data to pull those all important metrics
allowing you to surface and visualise the status of your service
infrastructure on our unique SMARTile® technology and blended
infrastructure dashboards.

Stratiam® provides a unified view
of your operational infrastructure,
what is happening right now in real
time, quickly identify what facet of
the digital delivery path is suffering
from latency, degradation, and
failure of a component, or 3rd party
service. Lifting and surfacing the
important metrics is a major part
of providing a great end-user
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Stratiam® unifies security tooling, elevating insightful real- time
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forensics. Strengthen your security posture by integrating your cyber
defenses and visualising the key defence metrics in a single centralised
view. Drill-down seamlessly into diagnostic analytics to rapidly pinpoint
threat and breach intelligence data.
Out of the box correlated SMARTiles® and Dashboards enables rapid
deployment for insightful visualisation of compromised systems,
vulnerabilities and breach incidents.
Stratiam® accelerates your digital change.
Having the capability to ingest all of your data
drives the delivery and success of digital initiatives.
If you are already down your pathway of digital
change or just starting, Stratiam® is your perfect
partner to innovate with confidence in being able
to visualise where you are on your journey
smoothly.
With AI and predictive analytics, you can
accurately forecast when you’ll be hitting your
goals, objectives, understand where challenges
and potential bottlenecks may cause deviations to
your plans so you can be ahead of the curve and
maintain relevance in the markets you operate.
Stratiam® differentiation for MSPs.
The challenge for (MSPs) Managed Service
Providers, is removing the burden of deployment,
onboarding and support of the services you
provide to your customers. You need to maximise
the quality and experience of services consumed
by your customers whilst keeping operational
costs under control.
The benefits for MSPs.
1. A platform that provides immediate effective service experience insight

2. Streamline operational efficiency through Stratiam’s cloud-native multi-tenanted platform
3. Lower MTTR through enriched insights for rapid root cause
4. Fully branded dedicated ‘White-Labelled’ managed SaaS platform options
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